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This brochure contains basic information on Rieder’s products. Any description of product features or other declarations on the goods are not a guarantee or an assured feature. All information and technical and graphic statements reflect the current state of the art and our experience. The applications described are exemplary and do not take into consideration the special
conditions in the individual case. The information and the suitability of the material for the designated purposes should in each case be checked in relation the country and project. No liability is accepted for the accuracy, completeness and topicality despite careful checks. This also applies to misprints and subsequent changes to technical information. For further information
like sales conditions, availability, prices etc. please contact your Rieder sales partner. Cover: Railway station Bad Gastein, AT
09/2016
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Tradition
Innovation

The Rieder Group is a specialist in the manufacture of
solution-oriented, environmentally friendly and economical concrete
products. Inspired by customer requirements, Rieder pushes the
boundaries of concrete well beyond its protective function.
Value for money, intelligence, aesthetics and emotion are the
ingredients that give Rieder concrete new significance.

The company was founded in 1958 by Wolfgang Rieder sen. and
Hans Rieder and is now third generation run by Wolfgang Rieder.
The recipe for success of the Austrian company is based not
only on readiness for action and a strong workforce but in particular
on the ability to combine tradition with innovation.
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Z

Production facilities

Environmental management

With a total of 250 employees the Rieder Group produces concrete products for road and rail construction, noise protection, precast elements,
retaining walls and intelligent facade solutions using concrete. The
portfolio ranges from functional mass products through to customised
moulded parts.

Rieder is guided by ecological considerations in its entire production. The
concrete products from Rieder are all manufactured to the highest ecological standards. Proof of the principle of sustainability and environmental responsibility is the international environmental management certificate ISO 14001.

Innovation

CZECH REPUBLIC
Rieder Beton
Jihlava

The Rieder Group is one of the leading European companies in the
fields of noise protection, road safety and architectural concrete with
field-tested research and ongoing innovation. As a provider of system
solutions, Rieder is the contact for all the project stages: from initial
consultancy in relation to cost-effectiveness and design, through proSLOWAKEI
duction and technical processing through to logistics and assembly.

GERMANY

Rieder Faserbeton-Elemente
Kolbermoor

AUSTRIA

Network

Betonwerk Rieder
Rieder Smart Elements
Maishofen

UNGARN

The Rieder Group works on both the local and international stage and
thus offers customers a huge network. Rieder is partner to processors, builders, architects and public bodies. With three international
production facilities and sales partners in 50 countries, the concrete
products are distributed worldwide.
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Landscape with Corrugated | A10 Tauern motorway Zederhaus, AT
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NOISE PROTECTION
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Noise protection
With the huge growth in traffic on both road and rail over
the last few decades, the noise load has been increasing steadily.
The objective is to offer more effective protection to those
affected by traffic noise. The Rieder Group has been working
in the noise protection sector for over 30 years and is constantly
involved in the further development of its wide range.

Sound propagation
In the development of innovative noise protection measures, Rieder
sees the interaction of different factors as decisive, with the focus always on the person. So, alongside acoustics and structural engineering, cognitive and medical knowledge also plays a key role.
The schematic graphs on sound propagation show an example of how
the noise protection solutions work based on acoustic calculations.
Without noise protection wall

Without noise protection wall

Noise protection wall with noise caps

With noise protection wall

Small arc
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High-absorbing platform edge
Central station Vienna, AT

Experience and international references
To date around 2 million square meters of Rieder noise protection walls
have been built in Austria, Germany and adjacent European countries
like Switzerland, France, Italy, Slovenia, Belgium and the Czech Republic.
Rieder has even delivered noise absorbers to Jamaica 8000 km away.

Sustainable and durable
Rieder noise protection walls made from sustainable woodchip concrete have an excellent eco-balance. The high quality of the products
in terms of health, the environment and function has been confirmed
since 2009 with the awarding of the organic logo Natureplus®. The
tried and tested material has a tested service life of over 50 years. With
their high resistance to external influences such as frost, fire or stone
throwing, the walls require no maintenance for many years.

Absorber
Faseton

The woodchip concrete absorbers are sold
by Rieder under the brand name Faseton. Open-pore structures and undulated
forms are excellent for sound absorption,
as the absorption capacity depends on
surface and mass. Unlike in hard closed
surfaces like aluminium, glass, steel,
wood or stone, sound is not reflected.
The ecological material Faseton bears the
Natureplus® certificate. In the manufacture of woodchip concrete, wood chips
are covered with mineral compounds, cement and water. This makes the mineralised woodchip concrete weather and fire
resistant. Production waste, like milling
waste when calibrating, is fed back into
the production process. In the manufacturing process more CO2 is extracted from
the environment than released.
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%

extreme
durable

native wood chips
made of waste timber

WOODCHIP

HIGH RATE OF
ABSORPTION
to find
on motorways
since

1980

CONCRETE

weather and
fire resistant
ECOLOGICAL

Design and colours
The different absorbers, types and backs of walls as well as colour
variations offer a maximum of design options. The absorbers can be
installed horizontally, vertically, or even askew. They are also very easy
to cut and manipulate.

In its natural colour, woodchip concrete blends harmoniously into the
landscape. To create design highlights, absorber elements are produced
in different colours. The percentage of colour pigments in the woodchip
concrete mix determines the intensity of the colour.

Grey 4%

Grey 2%

Dark brown 4%

Dark brown 2%

Light brown 4%

Light brown 2%

Red 4%

Green 4%

Green 2%

Yellow 4%

Yellow 2%

Natural
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The form of the

CORRUGATED

enlarges the surface, thereby offering
increased sound absorption.
The size of the absorber element is 25 x 50 cm.

Absorption classes
The absorption capacity of noise absorbers is divided in ascending
order into the following classes: A1 < 4 dB, A2 4-7 dB, A3 8 -11 dB,
A4 > 12-15 dB, A5 > 15 dB. The product range includes different
types of woodchip concrete absorbers in the thicknesses 4 to 16 cm.
Rieder offers absorber elements for the absorption classes A2 to A5.

Block 7 and 9

Block 11

Thickness 4 cm
Absorption 5 dB

Thickness 7 and 9 cm
Absorption 10 dB

Thickness 11 cm
Absorption 10 dB

Corrugated

Hollow shaft

Cluster

Thickness 11 cm
Absorption 12 dB*/ 10 dB

Thickness 12 cm
Absorption 20 dB*/ 15 dB

Thickness 16 cm
Absorption 20 dB

Milled Block

Block 4

*Absorption with covering for columns
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Absorber element

Concrete core

Sealing strip (optional)

Length up to 596 cm

Setup and installation
The Rieder system consists of woodchip concrete absorber elements
and a core made of concrete. The side of the noise protection wall facing
the source of the noise is finished with high-absorbing woodchip concrete. The sound insulation depends on the carrier material. The solid
concrete cores from Rieder have high bulk density giving them excellent
sound insulation properties of up to 51 dB. Also with the solid carrier
material, those living near the roads are also protected from low frequency sonic waves, which are harmful to the human system. It is with
these very high absorption values, that reflexions can be minimised.
With up to 20 dB of absorption, Rieder‘s noise protection walls are far
more effective than the standard requirement of 8 dB as per EN 1793-1
(sonic absorption). And with 51 dB, the 25 dB requirement of EN 1793-2
(airborne sound reduction in diffuse acoustic fields) is more than fulfilled. Rieder also offers noise protection in accordance with the latest
standards for sonic insulation, EN 1793-6 (airborne sound reduction in
directed acoustic fields).

Axial dimension up to 600 cm
I-beam (according to statics)

Wall element
height 50 or
100 cm

Covering for columns

Base element

Foundation

The noise protection elements are inserted between the metal columns using suitable lifting gear. All existing horizontal and vertical
joints are sealed soundproof and non-transparent. This guarantees
excellent sound insulation.
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Systems

clear
view
Depending on requirements, Rieder offers different systems for protecting people against noise. The modular system „Railways by Rieder“
offers suitable solutions for open-land lines, tunnels, bridges, large
and small stations. The product portfolio „Roads by Rieder“ includes a
wide variety of noise protection measures in roads. The modular components can be combined in many different ways - under economic
conditions, making it easy to precisely plan all the costs. It was developed with architects and traffic psychologists and is characterized by
an optimal combination of function and design.
Small arc

Research and development
The Rieder Group is a pioneer when it comes to innovative concrete
solutions. The current focus of research is the further development
of low-rise noise protection walls and increasing the absorption capacity of noise protection elements. Since 2016 Rieder has a full permit for low-rise noise protection walls. Also, there is a system licence
and user declaration for the Rieder noise protection system on highspeed lines of the German Railways with speeds of up to 300 km/h.
This licence allows Rieder to work throughout Europe on the expansion of major high-speed rail routes.
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Rieder 360° *
backside
gabions optional

RAILWAYS

Wall

Wall with
noise cap*

Railtrack
absorber
Rieton

Rieder 360°
centre wall
with noise cap

Rieder 360°
centre wall

Railtrack
absorber
Rieton

Highabsorbing
platform edge *

* german license available

ROADS

Wall

Wall with
noise cap

Median strip
system

Small
arc
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Large
arc

Video for the pilot project
of Rieder 360° along
Burghausen and Passau

Rieder 360°
Rieder 360° is a low-rise noise protection wall developed especially for
sensitive regions such as populated areas and cultural landscapes. The
central advantage is the free view all around the landscape, at towns
and their surroundings - for passengers as well as for people nearby.
Rieder 360° is built closer to the rails and thus to the source of the railway traffic noise than conventional full-height barriers. Therefore, it
provides excellent noise protection in spite of its low height. For railway
lines with several tracks, Rieder‘s program includes middle barriers that
can be optimally supplemented with add-on elements.
As the first provider, Rieder has a full permit for low-rise noise protection walls.
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Rieton track absorber
The track absorber Rieton consists of porous concrete that is fitted between or on the outside of the railway tracks (only on ballastless tracks).
In contrast to other sound protection systems, the noise protection here
starts right at the greatest emission source, i.e. at the wheels of the
train. The absorbers come in designs that can be walked on or driven
on and can be used in both new builds and repairs. The version that
can be driven on means that in emergencies rescue or fire trucks can
reach the place of the accident without re-railing. For tunnels and underground lines in particular, where the train noise is reflected through
walls and the direct and the reflected indirect noise accumulate,
Rieton offers a solution for noise reduction. With Rieton, Rieder is system
provider for RHEDA 2000® and the ÖBB-PORR track supporting layer.
Rieder has already provided track absorbers for more than 200 km.

Large arc
With its Large arc, Rieder has developed a system that replaces costintensive and high-maintanance enclosures and tunnels. The Large arc
meets all requirements even after more than 40 years. Over the same period, enclosures need renewal of all control components, safety technology
and ventilation equipment and also need construction parts refurbished.
The acoustic measurement operations on the A10 Tauern motorway
Zederhaus Hub (AT) confirm the Large arc’s positive effects – they showed
that the values were even undercut by 4 dB for the residents‘ benefit.
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Small arc
Through the form of the arc, the diffraction edge is nearer or above the
noise source. The standard arc radius of the Small arc is one metre. With
individual arc radii and wall heights, maximum noise protection and value
for money can be achieved based on the acoustic requirements.

Straight wall
The free-standing straight noise protection wall can be fitted with absorber elements either on one side or on both. The type and class of absorber can be freely chosen based on the requirements and design concept. There is a system licence and user declaration for high-speed
lines of the German Railways with speeds of up to 300 km/h.

Wall cladding
The individual absorber elements can be fastened straight onto existing
walls e.g. on in-situ concrete walls. This makes absorbers particularly
suitable for wall cladding in subsurface routes, underground car parks
and tunnel entrance funnels, where the noise is multiply reflected.

Noise caps
Noise caps achieve an improved screening effect with the change in
the diffraction angle at the top end of the wall. The height of a noise
protection wall can thus be reduced by 0.5 – 1.5 metres depending
on local conditions, and if the height stays the same, additional noise
reduction can be achieved.
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High-absorbing platform edges
Rieder offers suitable solutions not only for open-land lines but also
for stations. The high-absorbing platform edges muffle the railway
traffic noise where most of it originates, namely directly on the rails.
The combination of platform edges and absorbing elements ensure
noise protection even for narrow spatial conditions.

Special solutions
Rieder noise protection walls come in different special designs.
Alongside integrated column cladding, recess design, trapezoidal or
specials shapes, window elements and integrated doors, there are
also excess lengths up to 20 metres.

Back of walls
When it comes to designing the back of noise protection walls, there
are a lot of options. Among a more rough concrete or green design, the
rear side can be designed with various colours, absorbers, structures,
wood or gabions.
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Landscape

Function and design combined

Covering for columns

The Landscape range is a new generation of noise protection, developed
in conjunction with architects and traffic psychologists. The system
combines function and design that easily blend into the landscape. The
aim is to create a seamless transition between the nature and the road,
with slowly opening windows and soft lines. The visual contact created
with the landscape and the harmoniously changing wall structures reduce stress, the risk of nodding off at the wheel and create a clearer
view of what is happening in the traffic. With a range of design options,
Rieder ensures that noise protection measures can be designed with
the environment and the interests of local residents in mind.

Absorbers can also be applied to metal columns in order to achieve a consistent, harmonious structure.

Absorber element

Concrete core

Colour-intensive, eye-catching design of noise protection walls

Adapting form and design to the environment in the Landscape system

Landscape with Corrugated | A10 Tauern motorway Grödig, AT
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Landscape with Hollow shaft | A8 Innkreis motorway Antiesenhofen, AT

Landscape with Hollow shaft
and integrated window
A8 Innkreis motorway Bergen, AT
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Corrugated with milled wave pattern
A2 Süd motorway Edlitz, AT

Straight wall with Hollow shaft
A1 West motorway Steinhäusl, AT

Large arc with Cluster
A22 Donauufer motorway Korneuburg, AT
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Corrugated for railway bridge
Central station Vienna, AT

Corrugated and noise cap
A1 West motorway Ybbs - Amstetten, AT

Straight wall with Hollow shaft
A1 West motorway Steinhäusl, AT

Straight wall with Corrugated
Central station Salzburg, AT
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Block 11 milled
cladding of bridge with Rieder concrete skin panels
S10 Mühlviertler expressway, AT
Straight wall with Corrugated
A99 Motorway Munich North, DE
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Straight wall with Corrugated
Railway station Pragersko, SI

Low-rise noise protection wall with Hollow shaft
Railway line Burghausen and Passau, DE
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Junior und Midi retaining walls with Tensar geogrid | Crossing bridge Niedertrattnach, AT
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RETAINING WALLS
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Retaining walls
Plantable retaining walls are an attractive alternative to angular
retaining walls. With their open structure they achieve excellent sound
absorption. If required high-absorbing elements can be added. The
front of the systems is formed by concrete precast elements that have
large, plantable humus chambers and allow a wide range of design
options. With its different types of retaining walls, Rieder offers costeffective, secure solutions for almost every terrain.

Plantable retaining wall systems
When transport infrastructure is being developed, there is an increasing focus on blending in with the landscape. Rieder retaining walls are
suitable for any topography and offer huge flexibility when it comes
to changes in gradient or forming radii. The large plant chambers and
the low percentage of reflecting concrete surfaces provide high sound
absorption. The high level of prefabrication means building work can
move forward promptly.
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Types

Crib wall
Eight wall types and three different grid lengths allow excellent alignment
with the shape of the landscape to be protected. Generous plant chambers provide functioning planting and good sound insulation properties.

Midi retaining wall
This system is particularly suitable for cost-effective use in connection with
new filling of road and rail embankments, to make noise protection walls
steeper or coffer dams.

Junior retaining wall
This design is based on the ground-anchor-combination principle and consists of airside concrete precast elements and tension
members (geogrid) embedded in the fill, which are tied positively to
the precast elements.

Geogrid panel wall
The panel wall is a retaining wall made of vertically arranged reinforced concrete precast elements in conjunction with geogrids. The
construction is suitable primarily for steep walls, restricted spaces
and unfavourable set-up conditions.

Green wall
The Green wall is a free-standing, plantable noise protection construction very narrow in design. It can be designed as a steepened structure
on both sides with variable inclination. Both systems have high-absorbing sound insulation properties.

Three steps to a green wall
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Rieder guide wall system „Spengler“
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GUIDE WALLS
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Guide walls
With the increased density of traffic nowadays, the issue
of safety in our mobile society is becoming more and
more significant. With Rieder concrete guide walls, road
safety is consistently and cost-effectively enhanced
through the use of practical restraint systems.

Road safety

Crash test CAR

Crash test TRUCK
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Concrete guide walls stop and divert any vehicle coming off the
road and prevent a cross-over with possible serious consequences in collisions with oncoming traffic. The individual elements are
linked together forming a continuous, strong chain that safely absorbs the energy and forces occurring on vehicle impact.
Rieder concrete guide walls are used both temporarily as flexible
protection in assembly and repair work and as permanent protection. Rieder offers suitable solutions for all the significant protection issues on roads and building sites. In addition to the basic
elements, the Rieder range includes edges, special, transition or
bridge elements.

Immediate retention
The installed connecting clutch facilitates quick and easy component
installation. The tug-resistant connection ensures immediate retention, and thus road safety.

Space-saving noise protection
The combination of concrete guide walls and noise protection caps creates a mobile, flexible noise protection system. The guide walls offer
protection from noise alongside the restraint function and so no additional space is taken up for further noise protection measures.
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Platform edges, also available with a high-absorbing finish | Railway station Eschenau, AT
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PRECAST ELEMENTS
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Precast elements
Durability, bearing capacity and sustainability are the factors that
make concrete irreplaceable in the area of infrastructure. Building on
best practice and innovations already put into practice constantly
expands the possible applications of this material on road and rail,
while at the same time guaranteeing a high standard of quality.

Tunnel system

Profitable and comprehensive package
Rieder offers customised products and practical solutions for the construction of road tunnels. The concrete components specifically developed for tunnel construction simplify planning, speed up the production
process, and thus shorten the entire duration of the construction phase.
The concrete components, manufactured with state of the art technology (ASFINAG regulation planning) and under controlled conditions (BVFS external monitoring) ensure standardised, top quality
tunnel construction.

Niklasdorftunnel | S6 Semmering expressway, AT

Components - individual or part of a system
As the sole manufacturer, Rieder offers every part required for the hard
shoulders in a tunnel as a complete package. The components can be
installed individually ex works, and as part of a comprehensive package
including installation and cementing on site at the Rieder plant. Both
standard products and special designs and custom sizes are possible.
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Enclosure | Eben im Pongau, AT

Solutions for
road and rail

Rieder offers a wide range of concrete precast elements for use on
road and rail. The high level of prefabrication means building projects
are rationalised, ensuring that work moves forward promptly with the
greatest precision. As partner to builders, architects and engineers,
Rieder is involved in large and small projects from planning through
to completion.

∙ Edge beams
∙ Cable troughs
∙ Sleeve troughs
∙ Culverts
∙ Trench walls
∙ Platform edges
∙ Cable ducts
∙ Special cover panels
∙ Cable trough lead-aways
∙ Repair platform edges
∙ Shafts

∙ Small bridges
∙ Slit gutters
∙ High-absorbing
platform edges
∙ Liners / slit gutters
∙ Amphibian protection
∙ Drainage channels
∙ Avalanche galleries
∙ Transformer stations
∙ Enclosures
∙ Cattle grid

Amphibian protection | Zell am See, AT
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ÖBB sleeve trough

Manhole cover and special cover panel

ÖBB edge beams

ÖBB platform edge

Cable trough lead-away

Slit gutters cleaning hole

Roundabout edge element
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ÖBB trench wall

ÖBB platform edge

Slit gutter with inlet openings
(with and without kerb)

Rieder-Bloc

Betonwerk Rieder GmbH
Mühlenweg 22 | 5751 Maishofen | Austria
+43 6542 690 0 | office@rieder.at | www.rieder.at
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